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Abstract: Indoor localization and monitoring system is a key factor in various emerging fields. Localization 

aware computing has greater advantages in defence sectors. The technology is used all over in places where 

security problems are a major issue. Localization and monitoring in a real time remote environment is a 

strenuous process. Although there are several monitoring systems and approaches, issues and problem 

regarding their shortcomings remains consistent. The most widely used system includes the use of a pyroelectric 

sensor. The pyroelectric sensory system alone provides less accurate information of human localization and is 

restricted when there are multiple targets. This system again posses limited accuracy. In this paper a fusion 

system module of both ultrasonic and pyroelectric sensors are used. The system is experimentally demonstrated, 

this methods successfully tracked multiple targets in a real-time environment. This fusion method possesses 

good accuracy and efficiency. With this accurate localization mechanism for indoor environment, the provision 

of appropriate services for people can be realized, including medical needs. 
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I. Introduction 

Localization is a technique of determining the location of an object, a device or a human being. There are various 
localization techniques and types of localizations. In this study we are considering robot/human positioning or 
mapping. Many methods and technologies are used for these purposes. Identifying the position of an object or a 
person is an inevitable part in various security fields. For the outdoor purposes we have got many methods and 
technologies. RADAR, Tsunami buoys are most prominent among those categories. But these methods are not 
suitable in an indoor environment. And the technologies used for location tracking in an indoor environment are 
not efficient. The main problem faced in this section is about multiple detection and real-time tracking. In this 
paper the problems regarding these issues are solved. 

Figure 1: A real-time tracking demo. 

 

 
 

II. Literature Review 

Navigation and position detection works have been carried out by various criteria. Harter et al. [1] described a 
sensor driven platform that locates the mobile users, as they move around a building. Here the user will have to 
carry a tag, and the platform builds a dynamic model of environment. With the help of that tag the location can 
be plotted using software accurately.  Rabb et al. [3] explained that, 3-axis generation and sensing of quasi static 
magnetic dipole provides information about relative positions based on the sensors. Kim et al. [5] developed an 
intelligent home service system consisting of a home network, sensors and a computing system that collect 
residential environmental information. The combined network used a Bayesian classifier based algorithm. 
Koyuncu et al. [6] discussed many methods, they used RFID based on RSSI technologies. The problems they 
faced were depended on the irregular radiation patters due to RSSI. Mehrjerdi et al. [7] proposed a path 
following algorithm for multiple robots based on fuzzy logic. They employed a path follow and group 
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cooperation behavior. The working of the entire system was limited to kinematics.  Ahn et al. [8] developed an 
algorithm for pedestrian localization using distributed wireless sensor networks. Authors used this method 
because it was difficult to put on hardware modules over human body and moreover wireless sensor networks 
suffered noises and signal disturbances. Djugash et al. [9] with the approach of extended kalman filter they 
proposed a decentralized algorithm for mapping the robots in sensor networks. In this method each node will 
give the information about its adjacent neighbor nodes. It is simply a message passing algorithm and it has its 
disadvantages. Krumm et al. [10] developed a personal tracking system with the use of two set of color stereo 
cameras. The stereo images are used for locating people, and the color images are used for maintaining their 
identities. This system is efficient but it cannot be used in places where cameras are not allowed because of 
security issues. Shrivastava et al. [11] with the help of spatial resolution techniques they studied about tracking 
an object in a 2D space and they researched about its limitations. They used a geometric and probabilistic 
analysis, but for non-ideal sensors exhibiting sensing errors, the geometric algorithm can yield poor 
performance. Bahl et al. [12] developed a radio frequency based system for indoor positioning; it employed 
multiple base stations for recording and processing of signals. It combined signal propagation and empirical 
measurements thus enabling for location aware services. Bingbing et al. [13] proposed a locating algorithm 
based on RFID technology This method is based on the characteristics of the break-through points, virtual nodes 
regional divisions and their judgment strategy. 
 

Table 1: Comparison of indoor positioning system methods. 

 
Technology Sensor Used Performance and 

Accuracy 

Definite Security Cost 

RADAR RFID Moderate Moderate Low 

Active badge IR Good Limited Low 

Active bat Ultrasonic Moderate Limited High 

Sonitor Sound Moderate No Low 

Motion star Magnetic Good Moderate High 

Optotrak Light Good No High 

 

III. Proposed System 

In this project a fusion system is created using PIR and ultrasonic sensor.  A number of such fusions can be 
created, here we are considering only 4 fusion systems. And they are properly arranged and installed in an   area. 
Ultrasonic sensors work on a principle similar to radar or sonar, which evaluate target by interpreting the echoes 
from sound waves. Active ultrasonic sensors generate high frequency sound waves and evaluate the sound 
which is received back by the sensor, by measuring the time interval between sending and receiving the signal it 
is possible to determine the distance of an object. Passive ultrasonic sensors are normal microphones that detect 
ultrasonic noise that is present under certain conditions. 
A passive infrared sensor (PIR sensor) uses pyroelectricity. All objects with a temperature above absolute zero 
emit heat energy in the form of radiation. Usually this radiation is invisible to the human eye because it radiates 
at infrared wavelengths, but it can be detected by electronic devices.  The term passive refers to the fact that PIR 
devices do not generate or radiate any energy for detection purposes. PIR sensors don't detect or measure heat, 
instead they detect the infrared radiation emitted or reflected from an object. A PIR-based motion detector is 
used to sense movement of people, animals, or other objects.  
. 

Figure 2: Block diagram. 

 

 
From the block diagram we can see that four sections are created and these sections can be placed in various ends. 
This fusion of PIR and ultrasonic sensor is created and they are made as a module and the sections can be named 
as PSF sections and it can be fixed in the workspace. These sections will be connected to a microcontroller 
ATMEGA328, and it will be wired properly with other circuit components. Now this region will be studied, we 
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know that our workspace is equipped with these sensors and when any robot or device enters in that area it will be 
identified by the section which is in closer proximity with the robot. The source code for the system is written 
with the help of arduino software in embedded c language. It has a built in terminal window to show the running 
result. According to the architecture build in the workspace, naming will be given for all the devices.  
RF Transceiver serves the purpose of transmitting and receiving the signals in the system. It is concentrated on 
the hardware side.  
The hex file will be generated. As we know we are using microcontroller ATMEGA328, this hex file will be 
added to the microcontroller in the proteus workspace. 
Combined modules of ultrasonic and PIR sensor will be placed on the left, bottom, top and right positions of the 
room or the indoor environment. Each ultrasonic and PIR on each section run a combined algorithm to plot the 
positions of the moving object. So the system will be programmed in such a way that any detection will be plotted 
by the corresponding fusion section. If the robot is in the vicinity of the left and top section, those sections will 
locate its position. When it moves to the vicinity of other section say bottom, then the bottom section will plot the 
location. Thus by considering the values obtained from each section we can exactly identify the position if the 
robot.  In default all PIR will be set to one. When detection occurs it will be changed. 
PIRL = 1 PIRB = 1 PIRT = 1 PIRR = 1 
PIR show only binary values, but Ultrasonic sensors provide distance in units. 
This indicates that there is no detection in any of the PIR. And if there is any detection it will be toggled. That is 
determined while writing the program. In the software environment we can see the change of values in real-time. 
PIRL = 0 PIRB = 1 PIRT = 0 PIRR = 1 
This indicates that PIR on the left and top have detected a robot or object. It is an ON condition and indicates that 
there is detection in the system. After it has been done, the ultrasonic will be sensing and plotting the distance of 
the corresponding robot. As the robot/human moves along the path we can see the real-time change of values in 
the terminal. In such a way we can find out the exact position of the device. The terminal will be running real-
time and it will be showing the corresponding change in the distance values.  
Basic code 

void setup()  
    { 

        Serial.begin(9600); // Set Baud rate for communication 
        pinMode(pirL,INPUT); 
        pinMode(pirB,INPUT); 
        pinMode(pirR,INPUT); 
        pinMode(pirT,INPUT); 

    } 
void ultrasonicreadfn()//Function TO  read Ultrasonic module 
    { 
                // read the analog in value: 
        ultrasensevalueL = analogRead(ultrasonicL);      
        ultrasensevalueB = analogRead(ultrasonicB); 
        ultrasensevalueR = analogRead(ultrasonicR); 
        ultrasensevalueT = analogRead(ultrasonicT);  
    } 
         
void ultrasonicmappfn()   // Function to map cp ordinates 
    { 
        ultramapL = map(ultrasensevalueL,0,1023,100,0); 
        ultramapB = map(ultrasensevalueB,0,1023,100,0); 
        ultramapR = map(ultrasensevalueR,0,1023,100,0); 
        ultramapT = map(ultrasensevalueT,0,1023,100,0); 
    } 
     
void pirreadfn()  // Function to read PIR status 
    { 
        pirstatL = digitalRead(pirL);  // read the digital pin status 
        pirstatB = digitalRead(pirB); 
        pirstatR = digitalRead(pirR); 
        pirstatT = digitalRead(pirT); 

    } 

IV. Simulation Analysis  

Ultrasonic and pyroelectric sensory fusion system for indoor human robot localization and monitoring was 

implemented in software level using proteus and arduino software. The coding for the implementation is done in 

embedded c language. The simulation in proteus is done by various tools. Literally a robot entering into a room 
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is considered as a page, and this page is divided into four quadrants, and each quadrant is separated. If any robot 

or devices enter in any region relating to any particular quadrant, the written algorithm will plot the position and 

distance of that robot in reference to that particular quadrant. Similarly if multiple robots enter into a room it 

will be identified and plotted in the same way. It is possible for a robot to be in the location of two sections, it 

can be implemented in hardware level. The proximity or the vicinity of these multiple robots can be easily 

identified and plotted. The real time movement of such a robot is implemented and its co-ordinates are 

calculated in an efficient way. 

 

Figure 3: Detection on top left coordinate. 

 
 

Here we can see that on the terminal it is written movement on top left coordinate.   

U – Ultrasonic sensor, PIR – Pyroelectric sensor, L – Left, R – Right, T – Top, B – Bottom.  

UL = 27 denotes that the distance is 27 units from the left ultrasonic sensor.   

PIRL = 0 denotes that the pyroelectric infrared sensor is ON, it indicates there is a detection.  

PIRT = 1 denotes that the pyroelectric infrared sensor is OFF, it indicates there is no detection. 

 

Figure 4: Real-time detection of movement. 

 
In figure UL = 27 and UR = 37.   

This implies that there is detection in the upper left quadrant at a distance of 27 units and there is second 

detection in upper right quadrant at a distance of 37 units. So we have now solved the problem of multiple 

detection in the system. Now we can see as time moves on first robot is idle and the second robot is moving. 

This is happening in the real time environment.   
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Now UL = 27 and UR = 41.  

In the next moment it again changes and distance is again plotted.  

Now UR = 43.  

Now we can see that the complete problems of the robotic position detections are solved. This implemented 

multiple detection and its real-time tracking. 

V. Conclusion 

In this paper we found out the solution for the problems faced by many localization techniques. The confusions 
regarding real time and multiple tracking of humans and robot in an indoor environment are efficiently solved. 
The shortcomings and the limited possibilities are identified. This paper introduced a suitable fusion system using 
ultrasonic and pyroelectric sensor modules. This technique provide high accuracy than normal PIR system or 
other localization technique, moreover the error bound is also reduced. The importance of this method is that it 
consumes only less power and moreover it has got high consistency. Since this method is cost efficient it can be 
implemented in any fields. Applications of this method are in security, defense areas, medical fields, navigation 
purposes etc.  
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